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GENESIS OF A SERIALS LIST
The Current Serials Holdings List of the University of Illinois contains
records of periodicals and continuations received by the University's Urbana
campus Libraries (Figure 1). At Illinois, periodicals are defined as publications
issued three or more times per year; continuations include publications issued
less than three times per year. Documents and monographic series are sub-
categories of the two major types of serials live or dead serials. Titles which
have ceased publication between issues of the Current Serials Holdings List are
noted in a manner typical of closed holdings and are, in addition, supplied
with a special code in the machine file of the record, making it possible to
purge dead titles from future issues. Documents and monographic series are
flagged in the List with the letters D and S respectively and are the only
serials in the printed list distinguished by codes. The code letters appear ahead
of the holdings notations of the entries.
All records in the Current Serials Holdings List are transcriptions of the
Library's cataloged entries for serials. However, these transactions do not
reflect the full descriptive information normally found in the public catalog.
The format of an entry in the printed list consists of a paragraph in
which the body of the entry is indented three spaces to the right of the first
line. The call number is located to the left of the names of departmental
libraries with their respective holdings. Except for holdings in the stacks of
the main library, which always appear first, the departmental libraries are
arranged alphabetically. The form of the holdings notation is consistent with
the form employed by the publication except that the year of the earliest issue
that the Library owns always precedes the notation of the issue. A break in
consecutively numbered holdings is indicated by a comma. If there are more
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than ten breaks, an asterisk precedes the notation indicating that other files
should be consulted for detailed information. Brief phrases describing the
availability of current issues in the collection of a departmental library are
also noted. Cross references appearing in the List are composed of two
blocked paragraphs in which the "refer to" portion of an entry is ten spaces
to the right of the "refer from" portion.
The format of the pages of the Serials List consists of two 60-character
columns separated by a five character column of spaces. The page measures
S I/L x 11 inches and contain 100 print lines plus one line for the page number.
Entries are not broken between columns or pages nor are words hyphenated
at the end of lines.
Unit record input to the Current Serials Holdings List consists of a fixed
number of control fields and a variable number of data fields. Control fields
contain codes (Figure 2) that identify an entry by number and by type of
serial. They also identify the contents of a unit record card as well as the
number of data fields occupied by an entry. Five control fields make up the
first thirteen characters of every keypunch card. The fields consist of an
eight-character identification number, a two-character card type code and
three one-character fields for card number, record type, and action code. The
body of the card is devoted to the data concerning the entry, its call number,
and holdings, plus identification numbers of its cross references.
Because the sixty-character print line of the Serials List is an exact
reproduction of the data field of the input cards, the first card of a serial
entry has a sixty-character data field followed in subsequent cards by fifty-
seven-character fields for the remainder of the entry (Figure 3), thus results in
a paragraph with hanging indentation. The length and contents of the first and
second line of the call number, as well as the notations for holdings, are also
reproduced line for line from the keypunch cards. Call numbers are key-
punched into seventeen-character fields, divided by a holdings field, which
occupies twenty-nine characters. The holdings field is preceded by two one-
character fields containing code designating the type of serial, whether docu-
ment or monographic series and an asterisk, in the event of a run containing
ten or more breaks. The position of the fields of the input cards is adapted in
the print-out so that call numbers are printed in two lines to the left of the
holdings which, in turn, appear in the right half of the sixty-character print
line.
The layout of unit record cards for cross reference entries is similarly
designed. The control fields are followed by the "refer from" and "refer to"
portions of a cross reference which are keypunched in sixty- and fifty-
character data fields respectively.
A maximum of twenty-four data fields per record distributed among
main entry and holdings notations, are available in the present system (Figure
4). The cataloged portion of a main entry record in the Serials List may not
exceed nine data fields. This is equivalent to one sixty-character-field plus
eight fifty-seven-character fields, or a total of 516 characters per entry. Nor
may there be more than nine lines or 270 characters of holdings for any one
departmental library. A cross reference may be recorded in up to nine lines of
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its "refer from" and "refer to" portions, making it possible to accommodate
up to 540 and 450 characters respectively in each portion, or 990 characters
in a single cross-reference record. Although the restrictions imposed on the
maximum number of data fields allowable in a single record were set arbi-
trarily, they have proved to be adequate. Only nine records exceed sixteen
lines of data and only the World Almanac has thus far reached the twenty-
four line maximum, (twenty-two locations receiving at least one copy).
The layout of the magnetic tape records of the Serials File reflects the
fixed and variable field characteristics of the input records (Figure 5). The
variable number of data fields, called sixty-character segments in the tape
record, are preceded by a fixed number of control fields which are in turn
distinguished as common and unique controls.
There are twenty-four characters in five common control fields. The
fields contain a sequence number, an identification number, a count of the
number of sixty-character segments in the records, plus a count of the number
of segments in the main entry. A sixth field of four characters, originally
containing the total character count of the record, which was required for
variable length fields by the operating system of the IBM 7010 computer (the
initial processor used for the Current Serials Holdings List), has become
obsolete since conversion to the IBM 360. However, the field has been
maintained so as to be made available for additional control codes if the need
should arise in the future.
Unique control fields are 100 characters long and contain information
associated with either serial or cross reference records. A serial record has four
control fields that hold 1) the identification numbers of up to eight cross
reference records related to the entry; 2) a count of the number of identifica-
tion numbers contained in the field; 3) a call number field subdivided into
two seventeen-character fields representing the first and second lines of the
call number; and 4) a single character field in which is held the code that
distinguishes documents and monographic series from other types of periodi-
cals and continuations. The tape record of a cross reference has only one
unique control field which is the identification number of the serial entry
referred to. All remaining ninety-two characters of the control area are blank.
The sixty-character segments of the tape record contain the information
printed in the Serials List. The main entry and the two portions of the
cross-reference record are reproduced in the segments directly from the sixty-
character data fields of the keypunch cards. Holdings are also reproduced
from the input cards although the alignment of these fields in the print-out is
achieved by a programmed formatting routine. A programmed routine is also
employed to search a table of departmental library codes (Figure 6) for an
eight-character library label and insert the label in the sixty-character segment
ahead of its corresponding holdings. The format of the fields in the holdings
segment results in a blank field of nineteen characters followed by the library
label, two codes indicating type of serial and incomplete runs, and the
twenty-nine-character holdings field (Figure 7). The last field of the segment
is an unprinted, two-character library code derived from the card type code of
the input.
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The magnetic tape file is processed on a six partition, 512 K, model 50
computer of the IBM 360 family (Figure 8). It is equipped with eight tape
drives and a 2314 disk. The system is maintained by the Statistical Service
Unit, the University department devoted to applications of electronic data
processing in administrative areas. Features of the hardware are identified in
Figure 8. The six partitions (Figure 9) are supervised by an EMFT operating
system (extended multi-tasking with a fixed number of tasks), which provides
nearly simultaneous processing of two or more programs. The capacity of the
partitions (K = 1024 bytes) and their chief assignments are illustrated in the
diagram.
Programs are prepared for the System 360 in COBOL according to
programming standards established by the Statistical Service Unit. Briefly, the
standards require full utilization of the self-documenting features of COBOL
by supplying full and accurate explanations of the function and routines of
the program not only in the REMARKS section, preceding descriptions of the
input and output files, but also throughout the program's procedure division.
Abbreviations are not allowed in any statement unless the 30 character limit
for names of data, files, or paragraphs is exceeded. Program logic is composed
of a series of perform macros that are delineated in the procedure division by
section headings (Figure 10). The goal of the programming standards is to
reduce the peripheral annoyances of writing, reading, and debugging a program
to full and easy comprehension of its logic. The standards also assure con-
tinuity in the supervision of a programming system, a luxury that is rare in a
profession characterized by its turnover, to say nothing of the scarcity of
talent.
The data for the Current Serials Holdings List were collected from the
files maintained by the Serials Department. Cataloged entries were transcribed
onto photoclerk facsimiles on which holdings were noted by hand below each
entry. The information was edited and then keypunched and listed on an IBM
407 for editing a second time before being submitted to the system of
programs that created the master tape file. The tape records were then
arranged within the machine file by sorting on a ISO-character word made up
of 60-character segments of each record excluding non-filing initial articles.
The articles were detected by comparing up to six characters of the first
60-character segment to a table of eight articles gathered from filing instruc-
tion cards used in the Library's public catalog (Figure 11). After passing over
the characters of the initial articles, all remaining characters of the first
segment plus the second segment and thirty-five characters of the third were
moved into a field ahead of each record on which the file was then sorted.
The field containing this synthetic sort word was then stripped from the
master records leaving them in an order that was judged by librarians, to be
unsatisfactory.
A combination of the hierarchal limitations of the computer's character
arrangement and the variations in punctuation and syntax of the entries
resulted in an unacceptably large number of departures from customary
library filing practices. In the standard binary coded decimal interchange code
(BCD) employed in electronic data processing equipment, it is characteristic,
that blanks file first followed by special characters, alphabetic letters, and
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finally numbers. Thus, a serial entitled, 8 MM Collector, is filed by the
machine using this code at the end of the alphabet rather than in the e's
under the word
"eight," and words followed by commas are found behind
identical words followed by blanks.
Punctuation marks (or special characters in EDP parlance) have their
own hierarchy (Figure 12). Periods fall ahead of right curves which are
followed in turn by ampersands, semicolons, hyphens, commas, left curves,
apostrophes, and colons. An additional condition that made the machine sort
unsatisfactory was the syntax of the entries. This may be illustrated by the
arrangement of entries composed of supplied headings (Figure 13). Initial
articles following the heading are not searched, thereby placing the entry out
of order. Finally, due to the manner in which data were selected to construct
the sort word, entries whose data lines were not consistently formatted were
also thrown out of order by the machine sort (Figure 14).
The proper order of the file was achieved by the computer assigning
each record a sequence number in increments of 1000 and reproducing the
entries and their control fields onto continuous form, unit record size cards
(Figure 15). The cards were refiled by hand locking them into place by
interpolating the sequence numbers to reflect the correct order. The machine
file was then updated with the corrected numbers and sorted on sequence
number.
Following the sort, the list was printed on an 1100 line a minute IBM
1403 printer. The machine printed pages of the List measure fourteen by
seventeen inches, reduced photographically onto eight and a half by eleven
inch multilith masters. The more than 61,000 records of the Current Serials
Holdings List is printed on 1,229 pages (Figure 16).
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A: AVAILABLE CHARACTERS BY TYPE OF RECORD
Serial
main entry
holdings
control characters
Cross Reference
refer from
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TABLES OF NON -FILING INITIAL ARTICLES BY
NO. OF CHARACTERS
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EXCEPT LAST 3 YRS
URBANA, ILLINOIS
AT ION OF URBANA,
,2-1947,1951-
.'I-
|
IES IN COMMERCIAL
STUDIES IN
COMMERCIAL TELEGRAPHERS' UNION OF NORTH AMERICA.
CONSTITUTION
SEE COMMERCIAL TELEGRAPHERS' UNION. CONSTITUTION
COMMERCIAL TELEGRAPHERS' UNION. CONSTITUTION
331.88 T235C STACKS *1906-
COMMERCIAL TELEGRAPHERS' UNION. PROCEEDINGS OF THE REGULAR
CONVENTION
331.88 T235P STACKS 1951-
COMMERCIAL TELEVISION YEAR BOOK AND DIRECTORY
791.4 C736 STACKS 1956-
COMMERCIAL, BANKING AND BANKRUPTCY NEWSLETTER
SEE ILLINOIS STATE BAR ASSOCIATION SECTION ON
COMMERCIAL, BANKING AND BANKRUPTCY LAW.
COMMERCIAL, BANKING AND BANKRUPTCY NEWSLETTER
42,1944-1946 ,
59.1961-
DOD INDUSTRY
. YEAR BOOK
24-1931,1934,
US
OMMERICAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY AND
VICINITY. YEARBOOK
SEE COMMERCIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK AND VICINITY. YEARBOOK
COMMISSIE VOOR HYDROLOGISCH ONDERZOEK T N
SEE NEDERLANOSE CENTRALE ORGANISATIF VOOR
TOEGEPAST-NATUJRWETENSCHAPPEL UK ONDERZOEK
COMMISSIE VOCR HYDROLOGISCH ONOERZOEK
COMMISSION ARBITRALE SUR LES BIENS, DROITS ET INTERETS EN
ALLEMAGNE. DECISIONS
SEE ARBITRAL COMMISSION ON PROPERTY, RIGHTS AND
INTERESTS IN GERMANY. DECISIONS
COMMISSION BELGE DE B IBL IOGRAPHIE
SEE BELGIUM COMMISSION BELGE OE B IBL IOGRAPHIE
COMMISSION DES ANTIQUITES DU DEPARTEMENT DE LA COTE-D'OR.
MEMOIRES
913.4442 C73M STACKS 1922, V. 18-
COMMISSION FOR CATHOLIC MISSIONS AMONG THE COLORED PEOPLE
AND THE INDIANS. ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
266.2 C73A STACKS 1925-
Figure 1 1 . Serials Holdings List Entries Showing Hierarchy of
a Sort on Punctuation
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N*7.VM GfcCLOGY ls87, NO. 1-3,5,'
NEW SOUTH ..ALLS (.LtiLuGlCM. SURVEY. MINEKAL RESOURCES
022.09 N*72 STACKS 1698, NO. 1-9 , 12-25, 2932-
Nt ScUTH nALES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. REPORT
559.** N*f9RC GbCLOGY 1962, NO. 1-
rtt* SOUTH A ALFS INDUSTMAL COMMISSION. INDUSTRIAL
Ai L-ilKAT ION KtPOKTS
331.1 Nt/dl LAK 1902, V. 1-21,23-
Nfcw SOUTH WALES INOUSU.IAL REGISTRAR. TRADE UNIONS; REPORT
OjJl.aa N*2I STACKS 1939,1951-
NEW SOUTH WALES LABOUR AND INDUSTRY. NEW SOUTH WALES
INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE
33*. 05 NEW STACKS 1912 ,V. 1-11 , 13-1*, 16-77,
31-127,129-
NEW SOUTH HALES LANJ AND VALUATION COURT.
LAW 1922, V.l-
REPORTS
NEW SOUTH WALES LAWS, STATUTES, ETC. INCORPORATED ACTS,
BEING ALTS REPRINTED UMDER AMENDMENTS INCORPORATION
ACT, 1906
3*6 N*7I LAW *1925-1937,19*3-
Nfcv, SOUTH WALES LAW'S, STATUTES, ETC. MOTOR VEHICLE LAW
IN NErt SOUTH WALES. ..SUPPLEMENT
LAW 1956-
NEW SOUTH WALES LAWS, STATUTES, ETC. STATUTES PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE
3*6 N47S LAW 1897-1925, 1927-1953t
1955-1960,1962-
NEW SOUTH WALES-'-LArfS, STATUTES, E1C. THE STATUTES OF NEW
SOUTH WALES OF PRACTICAL UTILITY
3*6 N47S1 LAW 189*- V
NE SOUTH ALES LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. VOTES AND
PROCEEDINGS
032B.9**! N*8A STACKS *19 15 , 1917-1930, 1932-
NtW SOUTH WALES LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. JOURNAL
&3i8.9**l N*8C STACKS 191*, 1922-1928, 1930-
NEw 5>OUTH WALES METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY. ANNUAL
REPORT
SEE NEW SOUTH WALES METROPOLITAN WATER, SEWERAGE, AND
DRAINAGE BOARD. REPORT
NEW TESTAMEN
225.05 NE
NEW TESTAMEN
NEW THFATRE
702.05 NE
NEW TIMES
335. *05 N
THE NEW TRI-
NEW UNIVERS1
051 NEU
THE NEW VOIC
NEW VOICES I
NEW WORLD AR
913.72 N*
NEW WORLD RE
335.05 SO
NEW WORLD WR
808.8 N*8
THE NEW YEAR
315.* N*2
NEW YORK ICI
917. *71 N
NEW YORK (CI
REPORT OF TH
SEE NE
SU
NEW YORK (CI
STATISTIC
<.nilTH V. Al rs IT6N WATFR. SEJFRAf.F. AND ORAINARF
Figure 12. Serials Holdings List Entries
Composed of Supplied Headings
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SACHSISCHE AKAOEMIE DER WI SSENSCHAFTEN . JAHRBUCH
500 SA1*J STACKS 1957-
SACHSISCHE AKADEMIE DER W I SSENSCHAFTEN,
LEIPZIG MATHEMATISCH-NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE KLASSE.
ABHANDLUNGEN
v
-grr-
506 LEM STACKS 1852, V.l-
Y S/ACHSISCHE AKADEMIE OER WISSENSCHAFTEN,/^ LEIPZIG PHILOLOGISCH-HISTORISCHE KLASSF. ABHANDLUNGEN
506 LEPA STACKS 1850, V.l-
.
SACHSISCHE AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN,
, LEIPZIG MATHEMATISCH-NATURWISSENSCHAFTL ICHE KLASSE.
/ BERICHTE UBER DER VERHANDLUNGEN
i SEE SACHSISCHE AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN, LEIPZIG
MATHEMATISCH-NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE KLASSE.
SITZUNGSBERICHTE
SACHSISCHE AKAOEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN,
'.
LEIPZIG MATHEMATISCHE-PHYSISCHE KLASSE. ABHANDLUNGEN
SEE ITS MATHEMATISCH-NATURWISSEN-SCHAFTLICHE
i KLASSE. ABHANDLUNGEN
.SACHSISCHE AKADEMIE DER WISSENSCHAFTEN, LEIPZIG
MATHEMATISCH-NATURWISSENSCHAFTL ICHE KLASSE.
N FROM
. _.
SITZUNGSBERICHTE
506 LEMB STACKS 18*9, V. 1-92, 97-
SACHSISCHE AKADEMIE DER WI SSENSCHAFTFN, LFIPZIG
OF GUIDANCE. \BT PHILOLOGISCH-HISTORISCHE KLASSE. SITZUNGSBERICHTE
PROGRAM \ 506 LEP STACKS 18*9, V . 1-34, 56, 63-
SACHSISCHE AKADEMIE OER WISSENSCHAFTEN, LEIPZIG
FRAGEN DES BWT PHIL-OLOGISCH-HISTOR I SCHE KLASSE. BERICHTE UBER DIE
VERHANDLUNGEN
SEE ITS SITZUNGSBERICHTE
9*6
Figure 13. Serials Holdings List Showing Entries with
Data Lines not Consistently Formatted
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01055000
00091647 R 04 2 00066615
AIR POLLJTIDN ANO SMOKF PREVENTION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL CONVENTION
SEt AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION. PROCEEDINGS:
ANNUAL MEETING
01056000
00066537 C 02 1 C 1 614.7106 AI
00090644
Alk POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION. APCA OIRECTORY
ENGIN' 1953- 14
0105^000
00003644 R 02 1 00066537
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL ASSOCIATION. DIRECTORY
StE AIR POLLUTION CHNT^CL ASSOCIATION. APCA DIRECTORY
Figure 14. Edit Cards
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A: TYPE OF RECORD
Serial
periodicals (live) 16,784
documents 1,656
Total 18,440
periodicals (dead) 309
documents
Total 309
continuations (live) 21,024
documents 5,139
monographic series 1,740
Total 27,903
continuations (dead)
Cross Reference 14,990
TOTAL 61,642
B: LINES OF PRINT BY TYPE OF RECORD
Serial
periodicals (live) 50,361
periodicals (dead) 749
Total 51,110
continuations (live) 84,484
continuations (dead)
Total 84,484
Cross Reference 48,710
TOTAL 184,304
C: AVERAGE LINES OF PRINT BY TYPE OF RECORD
Serial
periodicals 2.7
continuations 3.0
Cross Reference 3.3
Figure 1 5 . Breakdown of Serials Holdings List by Type
of Record and Lines of Print by Type of Record
